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The  first born, the start of the wheel and therefore the sign most likely act like a
baby! Demanding and needing constant feeding, to a certain extent that is true but
it's a little simplistic.If there is going to be trouble it’s going to come from rushing
into things rather than stopping and looking where they are going, hurrying isn’t a
good idea when they are dealing with pretty much anything. 

Although they are likely to be creative and very argumentative – both traits are
positive if used properly – they are probably going to be frustrated when things
won’t go at the pace they want. Patience isn’t an easy thing for them which is why
they should consciously take a step back when  they find those frustrations moving
in. Meditation isn’t easy, for them. They would rather be up and doing rather than
sitting thinking which is why they may be better thinking along the lines of
contemplation; active meditation. 

Now a look at creativity. It’s not always about drawing pictures or making clay pots,
it’s wherever and whatever they want – that’s what creativity means, creating
something from nothing, making things happen. Astrologically they are ruled by
Mars and he is impulsive as well as fiery, why not give in to those creative urges, act
on that impulse and see where it goes would be Aries advice.

An Aries will usually take the biggest slice of pie at a family gathering, not because
they are greedy or don't care about anyone else, far from it, it's because they see it
as theirs, something I truly admire in them. In an argument Aries will go off, I mean
really go off, but two minutes later, grievance aired they will have moved on, offering
tea and a small piece of cake to others. Whilst the rest of us stew for days.

Aries is meant to be in front, just make sure they stay there and aren’t taken over by
those who may have been slower at the start, but more thorough with their
preparation?

Traditional character traits

Adventurous, courageous, enthusiastic, confident, 
creative, selfish, impulsive, foolhardy. 



T O D A Y ' S /     /Date

NOTES

Where you do I show those traits in my own
life?  Where can I rush in without thinking? 

What Aries traits do I observe in those born
under the sign?  



  Mars rules Aries, associated with Scorpio too. 
  Mars  is uncomfortable in Taurus and Libra, loves Capricorn
  He takes around a month and a half in each sign
  Mars is pushy, fiery, creative and energetic
  Mars rules the head, muscle and sinew
  At his worst he is argumentative and aggressive
  At his best he is a leader, forthright and dynamic

Mars in Astrology ♂
 

Mars is the ruler Aries, a pushy planet usually associated with war and destruction, but i
truth he's about action, fire and forging ahead. His rulership of Aries is obvious when you
think of his pushy nature, his colour is red and he's good at breaking through tough times.
Mars also rules Scorpio, he can be thought of as a lower aspect of Pluto and by lower I
mean more personality in his role as an inner planet. 

He goes retrograde about once every two years and takes about a year and a half to go all
the way around the twelve signs. As he is a personality planet he's not one that affects
great swathes of generations, you're less likely to share a Mars placement with folks than
you are with outer planets. 

Some believe that children work from their Mars placement rather than their Sun sign until
early teenagers, consider this in your own chart. Find Mars and ask if this is how you
behaved in your youth? 

The symbol looks like the symbol for Male energy, also Iron

Other correspondences are: red, orange, rubies, thistles and the Ram 
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NOTES

My own Mars is in what Sign, what does it
mean? 

How can I work with the positive aspects of it, and
understand the challenges? 



Mars in Tarot
 

The Tower 

Number – XVI

Nature – Destruction of old structures that no longer serve you. 

Aim – Truth and enlightenment out of the blue. 

Strength – Working through a time of major change, change for the better. 

Weakness – Changing things for the sake of it; or worse still just for the hell of it. 

We all like to feel secure but sometimes the walls we build around ourselves to
protect and perhaps to keep some people out, end up keeping us in and away from
experiencing life. In this card you see a tower, usually a strong building, being struck
by lightening and crumbling. This suggests that no matter how strong and how high
you build something it takes one event, one bolt from the blue to shake it and send it
tumbling down. This card speaks to me of just that, an impending event that hasn’t
been sent to bring turmoil (but it might) it has been sent to make you realise you are
too detached from a situation and without your involvement things are going to get a
whole lot worse. This is a sleeve rolled up and get stuck in card for me – don’t shrink
away from conflict. 

 



The Emperor

Number – IV

Nature – Rulership, in control and leadership.

Aim – The right thing to be done, rules to be observed.

Strength – Creative, action, objective responsibility and positive force of
change.

Weakness – Dictatorship, inflexible, harshly spoken, action without intuition.

This very strong figure is associated with Aries and all those traits apply. He is
of course on his throne telling everyone he is in charge and the Ram tells of
his virility and ability to lead. He wants to see some courage in the face of
adversity and reckons the only way to have that is to speak up rather than lurk
in the shadows of mutterings and back biting – he may have a point! For
females this card can suggest taking on a more active role or perhaps
reminding them of their own creativity and the need to be assertive in making
others see the same. When I see this card to me it means action stations, it
speaks of a time to get on with things rather than sit around and wait for them
to happen. 

Aries Card 
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NOTES

Where could I be more assertive?  

What projects need a bit of push, some extra
creative energy? 



Guidance 
What are you putting down to Karma? Are you sending some the way of another, insisting
they will get theirs? Karma is much misunderstood, even in the act of wishing someone gets
theirs you’re creating karma. Watch what chains you’re forging right now, be mindful of
creating more work for yourself through rushing things or deploying thoughts of revenge,
you may sting yourself. The breaking of Karmic chains is your responsibility alone, no
creature earthly or heavenly can work through your Karma for you and here’s a chance to do
just that, to let something go and fully let go will bring you lightness where once you felt
bound and to let go with pure love. It’s time to work on what you’ve created, to take
responsibility, fully. There is no judgement in Karma, only cause and effect and you may be
hanging onto the thought that you could do better. Dismiss it. There is no judgement, there
are today’s challenges and how you deal with them. 

Foresight 
Dragging you back is what you could have done, what you should have said and nothing
will slow you down more than a trip down that road. Choose to forge another way ahead, be
mindful of the chains you drag and whether you need to drag them at all. Let go of what you
no longer need and have dealt with over many, many past lives and let go of it with pure
love.  

Revealed
The Archangel Khamael sometimes appears in armour, usually red armour. He’s the
Archangel of Geburah and as such he’s the one we go to to have our old and outworn
Karma removed. But. He won’t remove anything you have not fully cleared. His association
with Mars, the astrological signs of Aries and Scorpio offer more insights into the power the
One Who Sees God. 

Activation
It may be time for a past life regression, time to understand the connections you have
carried through and what has run its course. Always finish by releasing the chains and
sealing them with pure love. 

Archangel Khamael 
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NOTES

How do I resonate with Khamael's energy?  

Meditate on the name or image.
What information comes you?  



Tarot Spread for Aries Season   

1.What is the major theme of Aries season for me?
 
2.What brings connection to my personality self? 

3.What action needs to be taken?  

4.Message from Khamael.
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NOTES

What synchronicities happened this month? 

I found Aries energy working 
through these events 

I noticed Khamael's energy  here

My Tarot/Oracle cards revealed this 

One motivational sentence to sum up 
Aries Season. 


